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ABSTRACT 
The present status o/linf;uistics as a science ha been a result of the influence of 

!he intellectual at1110sph:re as well as other sciences of different hislorical period . All 
the e have contributed to the establishment of linguistics as being empirical, objective 
and exact. However. lingui tics became a branch of philosophy especial(v durinf!: the · 
Greek period Then, it hos been alie.ned, under the influence of the pre, ailing intellectual 
atmo phere, with other cience in sub equent period until lhe present time. This situa
!ion seems to continue because of the unique nature of language, the subject matJer of 
l i11g11istics, which may be approached from different perspectives. Eventually, the auton
omy of linguistics has been affected. 

I INTRODUCTl,ON. 
It is a common belief that linguistics, which is defined as the scientific 

study/ or the science of language, Hke other sciences, has passed through a 
number of different stages before its modern form and precise principals have 
finally been founded. Throughout those stages linguistics has been under the 
influence of other sciences of the age as wen as the intellectual trends which 
were current and dominant during the different historical stages (Koerner, 
1976). It is even claimed that the periodization of the historical development 
of linguistics as a science "seems to correspond rather closely to the periodi
zation of the history of science in general 11 (Greene, 1974: 493). 

Two important and related notions have been o serious concern to 
scholars of language with regard lo the study of language~ one is the notion 
of science and the other, but probably with less concern at least for some 
scholars, is the notion of the autonomy of this science. On such relationship, 
Bugarski (1976 :5) no_es that "while autonomy was the order of the day, it 
was deemed necessary ... to stress the scientific features of linguistics1'. 

The present study aims at examining the development of these no
tions historically and finding out how they have appli~d to linguistics. It will 
simply attempt to answer the following two questions: that is: Has linguistics 
been an autonomous science ? And if so, when and how has it gained such 
status ? Although the study will foUow a historical line of investigation, it is 
not intended to be an account of the history of linguistics in the sense of. 
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listing an the contributions made by various scholars and nations on differ,ent 
linguistic issues and the dev,elopments that have accurred throughout the 
ages. Rather it intends to focus on and examine some certain and significant 
oontributions made by prominent figures in this field during different periods 
in order to test the hypothesis which states that linguistics has been on 
autonomous sdenoe. The discussion wi11 focus mainly on certain variables 
such as the subject matter of study, the method of study, and finally the im
plications of the r1esults. It is hoped that such procedure wil' make it foasible 
to determine how va]id the hypothesis of the study is. 

Recently, some scholars have outlined the characteristics of the con
cept of science and how it applies to linguistics. In this attempt to define sci
ence, Robins (] 971 : 7) proposes three canons. in general; namely exhaus
tiveness, economy and consistency. He goes on to characterise linguistics ar 
being scientific because "it deals with a specific body of material, namely 
spoken and written language, and that it proceeds by operations that can be 
publicly communicated and described. and justified by reference to stable 
principles and to a theory capable of formulation'1• Dineen (1967) argues that 
linguistics is sdentific because it meets three important characteristics of the 
scientific method namely~ that linguistics is empirical, objective and exact. 
On the other hand, some scholars seen to be rductant to consider linguistics 
as a sdence altogether. For example, Gray (1980: 22~, insists that I linguistics 
cannot be a science because the facts of language truly are mentalistic not 
physical facts but ideal ones accessible only and limited thereby to human 
understanding"' . This latter position does not hold ue,cause as it will be 
shown. those mentaJistic facts have been adequately described through dif
ferent scientific models. At any rate the former meaning of science repre-
ents on form of sdence; that is inductive science. 

With regard to autonomy, it may be said that this notion has been oc
casionally tr,eated in literature. But it seems 'that ther,e have been two s,enses 
of this notion. Linguistics is judged as being nonautonomous if the study of 
language is done according to non:linguistic criteria such as logic or philos,o
phy as it is the case with traditional grammar which was 11intimately con
nected with phiiosophy and literary criticism" (Lyons 1991 : 17). Another 
criterion is the characterization of linguistics as being a branch of or incorpo~ 
rated into another science. We think that it is not wise after this to continue 
talking about an autonomous science in this case. Can we, for instance, say 
that psychology or physic is a branch of another science and at the same 
time their autonomy is maintained ? 
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II- LINGUISTICS AS A BRANCH OF :PHILOSOPHY .. 
In the past, philosophy characterized different aspects of the Greek 

culture. The contributions of the Greek philosophers to the study of language 
were considerable, In fact, it is no exaggeration to state that they laid the 
foundations of traditional grammar. Most of the traditional concepts such as 
the parts of speech) the grammatical categories, and se11tence were first pro
posed by those scho]ars. The influence of the Greek logic has reached ·even 
nontraditionalist scholars. or example Sapir proposes a definition of a sen
tence whkh derives from logic. He ay that a entence is 11a linguistic ex
pression of a proposition". 0 921: 35). 

ut what motivated the study of language during that period? Was.it 
done because of real int,erest in language itself as an object of investigation 
or because of some other reasons ? It i evident from the linguistic descrip
tions. made by th"" _;ree]f philosophers that those description were motivated 
by philo~op>=/.:li.~.,r1d logical reasons. Language was viewed primarily as "the 
vehicle of.logical statement and syllogistic reasoning" (Robins, 1976: 16) and 
it was described as such. In other words, i~ was the philosophers' deep con
cern and interest about some philosophicai is·sues related to man and the uni
ver e that led them to focus on language as a means to understand those is-
ues. As Lyons (1968: 1) put it "For the Greek , 'grammar' was from the first 

a part of philosophy. That is to say) it was a part of"i.heir general inquiry into 
the nature of the wor]d around them and of their own social institutions". H 
was, however, the Stoics who la"d great philosophical emphasis on language. 
In this regard, Robins ( 1967: 22) a ert that the Stoics '"were interested in 
linguistic questions not principally as grammatical and t~;, t~al critics~ they 
were philosophers for whom language serv,ed as the expres~ion of thought 
and feeling" . 

It is clear that the tudy of language during this period was very much 
under the influence of philosophy and logic. hat is the description was 
done withtn the context of such disciplines and it was aligned with them, 
from the very beginning.. In a word, linguistics became •ta separate branch of 
phi lo ophy" {Robins, 1988 : 462). After all, how can we say that linguistics 
was autonomous and scientific ? 

, ... LINGUISTICS AS A BRANCH OF NATURAL SCIENCE. 
During the late eighteenth and the early nineteenth century, the intel

lectual. atmosphere witnessed radical changes, known as 11 revolutions'' in al
most all fields of sciences. There were revolution in chemistry, industry, 
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anthropology astronomy, politics and others (Grene 1974). How was the 
study of language affected by these changes ? 

Three major developments wer,e recorded during thi period as far a 
linguistics is concerned Firsdy, Sir WiUiam Jones (1786) discovered the ge
netic relation hips between Sanskrit on one hand and other Indo-European 
languages such as Latin and Greek on the other hand. In fact, thi discovery 
i considered one of the major breakthrough in the history of linguistics 
(Hockett, 1965). Secondly, the discovery of the systematic corre pondence 
between the ermanic languages and other Indo-Europ an languages which 
were known later as Grimm's law. Finally the introduction of the neogram 5 

marian hypothesis concerning the sound change. 
It is note orth that th above linguistic achievement \ ere the result 

of the influence of h: o natural sciences: namely physics and biology. Fron 
physics. the scholars of language borrowed th"' notion of "law" and from bi
ology t ey borrowed the notions of" genetic' relationships, "growtl " ' life", 
i deca 11 , and "d a h" . The main idea , tnderlying these notion i the idea of 
''evolution", that is cl)ange in the organism. There is no question that Da -
win's revolution in biology exerted a big influence on the study oflanguage 
(Koerner 1976). In fact, it is believed that August Schleicher ( l 863) built a 
biological model of language. He considered language as a natural organism 
and he studied it a~ such especially with regard to it development which is 
ber e ed to be do 1e according to inexorable mah of cha 1ge. Re ecting this 
vie\·, Bopp wrote that "languages must be regarded a organic. formed in 
accordance with definite lawsH. Quoted in Samp~on (1980. 17). 

The notion of "la '' cons ituted the cornerstone of linguistics during 
this period and finguistics as a scie1we was identified \i i,th the e laws. 
Therefore, we read about Grimm's' la, ·s" and the neogrammarian hypothesis 
which states that sounds change according to 11 laws1 that admit no excep
tions. Pra· sing the achievements made by historical anr comparati e l!nguis
tics Sapir ( 1929: 207) notes that "their formations have a neatness and a 
regularity which recall the formulae, or the so-called laws. of natural sci
ence 11 • So, the aim oflinguistics during this period was to look for laws and 
regulariti,es in language in order to account, in the first place, for sound 
changes which became a central subject for linguistics. It i a o importan to 
point out that thos,e laws were entirely historical. Viewed from this angle and 
based on the type of the given laws lingu~stic may be identified as a histori
cal science which was concem,ed with linguistic changes only. Paul ( 1920) 
made it dear when he insisted that what is not historical in linguistics is not 
scientific .. Schleicher, too. reiterated a similar view when he said that if we do 
not k:now,how a hngui tic fonn has come about we do not know it 
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In sum language was studied as an organic bod which was 5ov
erned b) laws. It was no different from other organisms · hich fa]I ithin the 
domain of biology. \ ithin this conte t, one cannot but lean tO'\i ard consider
ing the whole science of language as a biological or a natural science b the 
virtue of •t ubject matter in this ca e. This tendency did indeed la I signifi
cant restrictions on the t pe of linguistic results and the a• ~tonomy of linguis
tics. It is true that the study of language ,ent,er,ed a new stage by d·scovermng 
the Jaws of sound change but this type of diachronic description limited the 
cope of Hnguistic during this period. The influence of historical e olution 

treated in of er sciences was great on linguistic and the autonomy oflinguis
ti . In e sence, the linguistic model was a biological mode]. therefore, ther 

as not much to expec as far a the udy of language i concerned be ause 
of thi narro ie\ to the nature of language. The most important thing that 
thi period contributed to linguistics a a science was the recognition of the 
exi t nee of lav s in the s stem of language 

IV- LINGUIS CS AS OF BRANCH OF SOCIAL PSYCHOL
OGY. 

The last decade of the nineteenth was characterized by the emergence 
of social ciences. The inc Ile tual atmo phere waL a socia one. In ihe I SO's 
three promi 1 nt cholar : namely . Dur ~heim, . Freud and F. D Sau ure 
, er born and lhe ' re recognize lat r on as the founder of ociolog · 
p _, ·ho) gy and 1mguistics espectivet . Vthm that atmo phere iangvag 

a defined as a Lo ia ph nomenon and 1t wa~ tudied a such. 
a ure \ ·ho him elf gr within th tradition of the neogrammari -

ans reject after awhile some - the a sump ions of he neagramma 1 n 
narne ) U1c be ief that 'hat i not historical in ling .ist' cs i not 1entif c. In
. tea he proposed new ideas v hi I actually re ·olutionized linguistic in some 
sense. Among 11 ose idea in the notio o ~ nchronic description as opposed 
to diachronic o . B · doing so. Saus.·ure" a d termined to make the ne ;\ 
typ of ocscripti n scientific t'1r ugh nsidering anguage as a ocial fac 
vhi h ha~ a real e .. istence. 

Saussure made no empirical or field udie a h's u cessors espe
ciall~ in he ·nit d State did. He rather devot d hi linguistic studie to 
theur' zat~on abou languag general. ; a result of th1 s theorization about the 

•ntagm ti and paradigmatic relations of the linguisti sign, Sau sure intro
du d th notion of e, actness which is undoub edl ess ~ ntial to synchronic 
de· ription Dineen 1967) and t any science in general. B) doing so, Saus
sure laid the foundali n and th principles of s ·nchronic linguisti ~ hi h 
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dominated language description during this century. Commenting on Saus
sure's contribution to the study of language, Bloomfield { l 924: 319) remarks 
that h1. 11 has given us the theoretic basis for a science of human speech 11 • 

The subject matter for Saussure was identified as la langue and not 
parole for the simple fact that the former befongs to society; that is being so
cial and collective. So the emphasis is laid on the social dimension of lan
guage rather than on the individual one. It is also obvious that Saussure 
(1959: 6) stresses the ps chological dimension of language when he says that 
11everythi·ng in language is basically psy,chological including its material and 
mechanical manifestations such as sound change"'. Therefore, it is safe to 
conclude that he approached language as a sodo-psychological fact. Saus
sure's notion of exactness which is considered basic to linguistics as a scienoe 
represents the most impmtant contribution. Nevertheless linguistics is rec
ogniz,ed as a social science after all. 

V- LINGUISTICS AS A BRANCH OF BEHAVIOUR!IST p5y .. 
CHOLOGY. 

impressed by the philosophy of behaviourism an off shot of empiri
cism, which was dominant during his time, Bloomfield decided to employ it 
in the study of language. Therefore he rejected traditional or mentalistic 
psychology in favour behaviourist one .. Accordingly, language was 
• ··ewed as a simple behaviour which is formed as a set of habits built up by a 
process of 11conditioning1' and 11rninforcernent11 • In this case. a linguist deals 
wHn a t pe of human behaviour. In fact what happened may be described as 
a shift of focus from the unobservable ·to the obs,ervable in order to attain 
some sort ·of compatibility with the concept of science prevailing at the time. 
Bloomfield ( 1939: 13) wrote in this regard that "science .shall deal only 
e ents that are accessible in their time and place to any and all ob erves o~ 
only · ith events that are placed in coordinates of time and space '. This is 
actually an advocate of physicalism in linguistics. 

Bloomfield set :.1p two important goals for him to achiev,e regarding 
the natu .. e of linguistics: that is to make it both scientific and autonomous. 
He hoped to do so by adopting behaviourism. He. therefore, insisted upon 
earching for empirical ,evidenc,e. in tenns of concret,e data. He furthermore. 

rejected the deductive approach used by earlier scho1ars and he proposed, 
in ead, an inductive approach. Therefor, he asserts that "'the only useful 
generalizations about language are inducti e generalizations. Features which 
we think ought to be universal ma be absent from the very next language 
that becomes accessible11 (Bloomfield, 193 3: 20). Bloomfie]d's ( 1926) postu-
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lates for linguistic demonstrates his deep concern about the scientific princi
ples of this science. Praising his contributions to linguist:ics. Bloch (1949: 92) 
wrote ilThere can be no doubt that Bloomfield greatest contribution to the 
study of language was to make a cience ofit. Others before him had work,ed 
scientifically in linguistics; but no one had so uncompromisingly rejected aU 
prescientific methods, or had been so consistently careful in writing about 
language., to use terms that would imply no tacit reliance on factors beyond 
the range of observation 11

• 

Although Bloomfield declared his intention concerning the fact of 
employing beha iouris:m in the study of language, he limited the application 
of this philosophy of science to the definition of meaning only. One gets sur
prised for the complet,e absence of behaviourism when he dealt with the 
other components of grammar, namely phonology and syntax. Linguists such 
as C .. Fries and C. Hockett who succeeded him adopted his view and devel
oped them further. For them the goal of linguistics has been to describe and 
classify linguistic data. Hockett ( 1942: 3) clearly declared -that .. linguistics is 
a classificatory science". ' 

y employing behaviourism in the 4escription of human lan~age and 
his insistence on rejecting all unobservable c!ata. Bioomfield succeeded to 
large extent in applying the scientific method in language. It is true that 
B]oomfield1s method freed linguistics from traditional mentatism that d mi
nated linguistic studies in previous years but it laid some restrictions on the 
scope of linguistics by considering language, the subject matter of linguistics 
as just one type of behaviour and ignoring any mentalistic nature of language. 
By this virtue, linguistics may be described as an externalized or behaviourist 
discipline as opposed t internalized or mentalist discipline advocated by 
Chomsky later. · 

VI,- LINGUISTICS AS A BRAN'CH OF COGNITIVE PSYCHOL-
OGY. 

he introdl.ction of the transformation a'-generative theory in the sec
ond half of this C1;!ntury by Noam Chomsky is considered one oftl e major 
breakthroughs in the history of linguistics (Hockeu. l 965). It :s believed that 
chomsky has made a revolution in this science (Searle, l 972. Newmeyer, 
1986). There is no least doubt that this is a true characterization and assess
ment of Chomsky's oontributions to linguistics. In simple words, \.vhat ha 
happened is a replacement of an old paradigm by a new one and this runs in 
accordance with Ku1n's pbilqsophy of s,cientific revolutions who s ates that 
'''scientific revolutions are .. :tr..ose non-cumulative developmental episodes in 
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which an older paradigm is repl aced in whoie or in part by an incompatible 
new one" ( 1962 : 91) . 

on of Chomsky" s predecessors did ,contribute significantly to formaliz
ing the study of language and making sci-ence of it as aJluded to earlier. Some 
of their contributions may even be considered revolutionary in some sense 
but Chomsky remains the most important figure in the history of linguistics 
up to the present time who has caused a true revolution in this science which 
affected almo t e ery aspect of this science. Fir tly, the subject matter of lin
gu i tics has been shifted to competence of the ideal speaker-hear,er. Perform
ance according to him cannot be taken as the subject matter oflinguistics for 
a number of rea on ·hich need not be discussed here. Fore Chomsky, lan
guage is an ab tract, creative, innate and universal phenomenon and this is 
how it shou]d be studied. This idealistic position made Chomsky reject al1 
variations from the subj ct matter (1965). Secondly, Chomsky rejected the 
empiricist approa h in favour of a rationali t formal-deductive one. Thirdly, 
the goal oflinguistics ha been outlined as the identification of the grammati
cal rules that underlie the con truction of entence . Fourthly, evaluation 
prg._cedure have replaced the di . covery procedures because Chomsk 'be
lieves that mechanical procedures cannot be used a a part of science in order 
to diSCO\'er the truth. H 1pothe es are to be constructed at the beginning. then 
they ar' te ted according to intuitive _1udgernents given by native speaker of 
rhe language. A corrtm~ly, here i no need to deal with primary data as the 
nece ary tarting pom a. the trncturali ts in ist. The assumption up --,r, 

which this b lief i built 1s he fact the grammar of the anguage has a psycho
logical realit~ on th •deal peaker-hearer and that the linguist 1• ta k will he 
to give an ace rate descnpti m of thi reality. Finally, Chomsky has revital
ized the notion of uni\'ersal ~rammar which was ropo e during the medie-
1al period b_ · Roger Bacon and others later on Thi brief ummary of some 

of some of Chom k ' important new· ideas may uffice purpose here. 
Following the publication of Chom ky' book e titled Syntactic 

tructures in l 9.-:; 7. Lees, m hi rev ie\ of th1s 1i le bo k, wrote 11 Chom. k 's 
book on s ntactic st rue ures is one of the fi .st & rious attempt., on the part 
o · a li nguist to con truct \Vi thin th tradition _of scientific theory-construction 
a .ompreh nsive theory of language which may be considered in the same 
ense that a chemical, iulogical theory is ordinarily qnder tood by e perts in 

these fields 11 (1 957: 3 6). 
Chomsky ,as benefited con iderably from the intellectual t end of the 

tirne as well a from contemporary linguists such r1s Zelling Harris, F oman 
Jakobson and others ,vho have pro 1ided him with essential id as abou . ·ic.
c) istics. lthough he adopted a rationalist ine, 1e made use of Goodman's 
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and Quine's empiricist and philosophical thoughts. As Koerner (1976 : 705) 
put it "such scholars played the role of catharsis rather than genesis". Overall, 
three major sciences seem to have ·played an important rote in shaping 
Chomsky's linguistic thoughts. They_ sre mathematics, physics and symbolic. 
His technical terminology such as rii :vieI;· <;t_rucfure, general theory, deriva
tion, device, chain, finite state, input, ouLp..:it, generate, produce, projection, 

1 

machine, and evaluation procedures 1.m9oubtedly belong to the above sci-
ences (Koerner, 1976). Chomsky's main aim has. been to establish precision 
in linguistic description and the has admirabiy achieved it. Commenting on 
this particular contribution, Lyon (1991}: 42) asserts that 1'Chomsky's most 
original, and probably his most enduring, contributions to linguistics is the 
mathematical rigour and precision with which he formulated properties of 
alternative systems of grammatical description 11 • 

or Chomsky, HJinguistics is simply that part of psychology that is con
cerned with one specific class of steady states, the cognitive stmctures that 
are employed in speaking and understanding" (19 7>: 160). This shift of focus 
demonstrates how linguistics as a cience has been defined within a new intel
lectual atmo phere. Chomsky goes even further to align linguistic with natu
ral sciences and biology in particular. In this regard he says that "linguistic, 
conceived as the study of I. Language and So. becomes part of psychology 
ultimately biology. Linguistics will be incorporated within the natural sci
ences insofar as mechanisms are discovered that ha e the properties revealed 
in these more abstract studies 1 (1986: 27). 

Two observations may be made here concerning Chomskis linguis
tics. One is the fact that Chomsky has rejected linguistics as an inductive sci
ence or model advocated by the structuralists simply because this ~ype of sci
ence or model fails to account adequately for an I1nguistic data in the lan
guage. Alternatively, a deductive model will succeed to do so effective]y. 
Such model has proven to be the best so far. The second observation con 9 

ce1 ns the autonomy of linguistics. Chomsky is said to have advocated the 
autonomy of linguistics in his earlier writings especially in his book entitled 
Syntactic Structures. In his later works, as the a forequoted statements jem
onstrate the scope of linguistics is however, broadened to indude other sub
jects such as psychology and philosophy (Lyons, 1991). Therefore, what is 
called autonomous linguistics has been abandoned altogether. Linguistics is 
now a branth of cognitive psychology at the surface struc~ure, and a branch 
of natura] science at the deep structure. 
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VII- CONCLUSION ., 
he previous discuss~on should have made it clear that linguistics as a 

cience, has derived many of its theoretical principles from different sources 
and it took it along time to establish its foundations as a science. Linguistics 
i both an inductive and a deductive science depending on how one views it 
in terms of one's lingui tic affiliation and commitments. What is called 
autonomous linguistics seems to lack strong arguments for the fact that the 
subject matter of this science is unique in nature. It depends on how you 
view it and deal with it as an object of study. Language may be viewed as a 
means of something, or as an internal phenomenon or as an external phe
nomenon or as a natural phenomena or as. a philosophical phenomenon 
or. ... etc. Could language one day be approached as a pure linguistic phe
nomenon and linguistics becomes a pure linguist ·c science rather than a 
branch o. another science ? It is doubtful because of the nature of this subject 
matter and therefore linguistics wiH always be a branch of another science. 
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